The language modeling approach to retrieval i s based on the philosophy that the language in a relevant document follows the same distribution as that in the query. This same philosophy can also be applied to content-based image and video retrieval, where the only difference lies in the definition of 'language'. Previous results on the TRECVID 2003 corpus have demonstrated that the visual content can he captured successfully by a continuous Gaussian Mixture Model. This paper investigates whether modeling the visual content by a discrete multinomial model (as used in full-text retrieval) is also viable. We compare the retrieval effectiveness obtained on the TRECVID 2003 corpus when using continuous vs. discrete keyframe models.
INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval systems are usually based on a vector-space model [I 1 . The collection images are represented as vectors in a high-dimensional feature space, and similarity between images i s estimated by a distance metric defined on this space. A drawback o f this model i s that i t is far from obvious how to combine similarity in one representation (e.g., color histograms) with that of another one (e.g., texture); especially when we consider the combination o f different modalities, such as video shots represented hy their visual, audio, and speech content. This paper follows a n alternative approach based on a probabilistic model of retrieval. The idea is to guess the relevance of a collection image by computing its 'probability of relevance' to the user's request. Under the assumption that the relevance of one image i s independent o f the relevance of all other images, the Probabilistic Ranking Principle [21 states optimality of ranking the images in (reverse) order o f their probability 01 relevance to the user.
The research presented here compares two different approaches to estimating this probability, based on the representations of query image and collection image in leature space. We use the TKECVID test collection, treating the video search task as an image retrieval problem by modeling each of the 32,3 I X shots with its representative keyframe. Relcr to [3] for a version that incorporates the spatio-temporal aspect in the shot representation. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the assumptions underlying the probabilistic approach to information retrieval. Section 3 introduces a discretc and a continuous approach to estimating the probability of relevance given a query and a collection image. Section 4 discusses experimental results on the TKECVID 2003 test collection.
PROBABILISTIC RETRIEVAL MODELS
A probabilistic image retrieval system attempts to answer the following 'basic question ' (cf. [4, 51) : What is rheprobabi/ify that this image is relevant to this queiy exahpie?
Now, let random variable Q represent an example image (the query), random variable I represent an image from a collection o f imagesZ, and event I' denote 'relevance'. Answering the basic question is then equivalent to estimating the probability ujrelevance P(rlI, Q ) .
This probability can be estimated indirectly using Bayes' rule: P(r1I;Q) = P(I,Qlr)P(r.)/P (I,Q) . For ranking images, estimation of P(I, Q) is avoided by using the odds of relevance instead of the likelihood. The odds are defined as P(r.11, Q)/P(TII, Q) (where F denotes irrelevance). Assuming Q and I independent in the irrelevant case gives
Following the query generation approach 151, we factor P(1, QIr) as P ( Q~I ; r ) P ( I~~r )
to ohtain the following equation for the odds of relevance: Since the goal i s to rank the collection images, we can snfely ignore the terms that are independent lrom a specific image. We further assume that, a priori, all images are equally 0-7803-8554-3/04/%20.00 02004 IEEE.
likely. This results in the following retrieval stiatus value (RSV) for image I :
A 'Language' Modeling Approach
S o far, nothing has been said on the pragmatics of how this prohability P(QII, r ) should be determined from two given images Q and I .
The language modeling approach to information retrieval (IR) takes the view that the 'language' in a relevant (text) document follows the same distribution as that in the query. A statistical 'language model' is created for each document to represent its content; usually a simple unigram model capturing the frequency distribution of words occurring in the document. Several approaches using this paradigm for text retrieval have been collected in [6] .
Interpreting 'language' in a more generic sense, the same IR paradigm can he applied to image retrieval. Comparing the image feature distribution between the query image and the collection image provides then the basis to estimate P(QII, r ) . So, applying the language modeling approach to image retrieval consists of the same three steps: ( I ) build a statistical model M I for each image in the collection, (2) compute the likelihood of ohserving the query image given each and any of these models, and (3) present to the user the images with highest likelihood.
IMAGE REPRESENTATION
This philosophy considers an image to be the outconie of a random process generating n-dimensional feature vectors z = (z,, . . . , zn): the observed .srrmnp/r.s. In our cumtit retrieval system. each sample corresponds to a small patch of the image represented in YCbCr color space. These patches are non-overlapping square 'pixel blocks' of 8 x 8 pixels, each represented by a feature vector consisting of the first IO DCT coefficients of the Y-channel, the first DCT coefficient of both the Cb and the Cr channels, as well as its x and y position. Together, these fourteen dimensions describe colour, texturc and position of the pixel block.
Summarising, we consider an image I as'a hag of samples X I = (zl, z2,. . . , z w S } ; the ohservations obtained from a statistical source M I . We will compute the probability of relevance P(Q1I;r) by determining the likelihood of observing the query samples, P ( X Q~M I ) .
The probability of drawing a bag of samples is simply the joint probability of drawing the individual samples:
In practice. using P(XylM1) is prone to crediting the non-discriminative information in XQ too much. In some choices for M I , the resulting estimate is also too sensitive to rare events, a problem known as the zero-frequency prohlem. A commnn solution to both problems is to smoofh the probability distribution with a model bascd on a large. representative collection o f images. We use the collection itself as rcference collection for smoothing, using linear interpo- 
The question that remains to be answered is the choice of the statistical model to describe the distribution of samples X I in a collection image. The paper investigates two alternative statistical models for M I and M M . The first describes the bags of samples using a discrete model, assuming the samples can be generated from a multinomial distribution of grid cells defined by a regular partitioning of the feature space. The latter applies a continuous model, modeling the image feature density as a Gaussian Mixture Model.
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Discrete Model
Past research has demonstrated that text retrieval models can he applied successfully as a basis for image retrieval. The Viper group were the first to recognise the benefits of applying the inverted file data structure to image retrieval, allowing a queryspecific suhspacc in which to perform the ranking [7] . First, the feature space i s discretised using a regular grid, and then the cosine metric is applied for ranking the images. The Mirror DBMS modeled il variety of multimedia retrieval problems in a unifonn retrieval framework, proposing to cluster the various feature spaces with an unsupervised clustering algorithm, and then apply a text retrieval model based on the Inquery system [XI. Thc approach proved feasible for image as well as music retrieval.
Jin and Hauptmann presented in [9] the first language modcling approach to image retrieval. using a Multinomial Model (MNM) to capture the distribution of the image's pixels in Munsell color space. The skew in pixel distrihution was handlcd by defining the grid cell boundaries from the data. assigning an equal number of pixels to each cell (instead of partitioning the color space uniformly). The discrete model partitions the feature space of Section 3 using a regular grid, following the Viper approach.
The grid cells are called 'clusters', and they are treated just like the word tokens in text retrieval, using the 'standard' unigram MNM (better known as the 'urn model'). The probability of observing a cluster ci given an image model M I is estimated by its normalised frequency of occurrence in that image. Analogously, the background probahility equals the normalised cluster occurrence frequency as ohserved in the complete collection. We discretised the dimensions corresponding to the first DCT coefficient of each YCbCr channel in ten, equisized partitions, and assigned five cells per dimension for the remaining DCT coefficients. The :L and g dimensions are ignored to avoid an underpopulated discrete space.
Continuous Model
Vasconcelos has been the first tn represent the images for retrieval by fitting a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) on image samples [IO] . We follow this approach, modeling the images as mixtures of Gaussians with a fixed number of components (C = 8) . The GMMs are trained using the standard EM algorithm, assuming diagonal covariance matrices. Iletails are provided in [ I I] .
Vasconcelos has proposed to compare the statistical models of query and collection images using Kullhack Leiber divergence, and developed an approximation that is cheaper to compute. Our research has shown however that the approximation assumptions were violated in the TRECVID data. and that ranking by the likelihood of the query image samples improved retrieval effectiveness [ I I] . Also, mean average precision (MAP) of search results improved when the image models were smoothed with a background model, emphasising the typicalities in the query samples. The hackground probabilities are computed by marginalisation over all collection image models, assuming uniform prior P(I):
EXPERIMENTS
A significant drawback of the GMM approach is the cost of hoth indexing time, when an iterative algorithm is ncedcd to determine the model parameters, as well as retrieval time, because cach and every image has to be accessed to detcrmine the best results. Conversely, the MNM model restricts processing to those images that contain one or morc of the query clusters. A disadvantage is however the partitioning of the feature space in discrete grid cells, fixing the number of grid cells per dimension at indexing time. Figure I shows a collection image, and visualisations of its representations based on the MNM and GMM model. The 'ghost image' generated from the GMM shows how the baseball player is not well represented in the image model. Still. it results in reasonable seal-ch resultsi t captures well the baseball field itself. While the MNM model should be expccted to generalise less well from the specific query image, it could perfonn better for highly focused image queries; the 'imagc spots' of [121. We evaluale the effectiveness of hoth models on the TRECVID 2003 search task. The query images are rescaled to at most 272x352 pixels and then JPEG compressed at a quality level of 20%. to match size and quality of the video collection. The mixing parameters have been set to X = 0.15 (MNM) and X = 0.9 (GMM) respectively. Table l summarises the results for using all example images per query or only a single 'designated' image, and using all samples in the query images or only the manually selected most important rLb' a w n s .
The best X for the GMM was found using the TRECVID 2002 search task. The value for the discrete model has h e n determined a posteriori though. Somewhat surprisingly, the optimal value proved identical to the setting performing best in a variety of text retrieval experiments based on the same unigram model. Naturally, the influence of the background model is higher for the best MNM model. hecause of the zero-frequency problem. This is not an issue in the GMM, because Gaussians have infinite support; here, the role of smoothing is only to reduce the influcnce of nondiscriminative query samples on the ranking.
Clearly, representing the samples from the keyframe images by a Gaussian Mixture Modcl of the image feature density directly in the 1 4 4 feature space gives better retrieval effectiveness than the multinomial representation in the discretised feature space. Unfortunately, the experiments have not given sufficient evidence to conclude whether the discrete representation is indeed hetler at focusing on the specific infonnation in an image (the 'image spots'). As argued in [ 131, a deeper analysis than just comparing the MAP scores.
The experimental results obtained with the multinomial representation are not yet optimal however, as only minimal efforts have been invested to choose the partitioning of the feature space. For inslance, using a regular grid is not perfectly adequate for the skew present in the distribution of the higher DCT coefficients. Another experiment to be performed would use partially overlapping grid cells. Another improvement would be to apply Vector Quantisation in the feature space. But, each of these steps incrcascs the cost of indexing and retrieval, and the potential advantages over thc GMM approach are lost. Also note that Vasconcelos showed that the mixture modeling approach is equivalent to the VQ coding approach, when wc assume separated Gaussians and replace image blocks by cluster means [14] . Fig. 1 . A collection image, a visualisation of its discrete and continuous models, and a sample drawn from the GMM.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper applied the language modeling approach to information retrieval to the problem of image retrieval. Two different retrieval models were compared, a discrete model based on multinomials (the prevalent method in text retrieval) and a continuous model using Gaussian Mixture Models.
The latter performed significantly better on the TRECVID 2003 test collection. For some queries however, the discrete model proved more effective.
We plan additional (though limited) research into improving the results obcained with the discrete modelespecially regarding the definition of the grid cells. Improving the sampling process may be beneficial for both models. E.&., it might be worthwhile to investigate a different texture rcprcscntation, such as Gabor filters. Another possible extension is to draw feature vectors from overlapping image patchcs of varying sizes, resulting in a multi-scale representation of the image. Finally, our TRECVID 2003 results on modeling the spatial-temporal information in the shots. instead of just a single keyframe image, have been very promising.
The most significant improvements for our retrieval system are however expected by applying advanced techniques to handle relevance feedback in an interactive setting. With a human in the loop. giving ample opportunity for relevance feedback, the balance between the costly computations used for the GMM approach vs. the relatively cheap processing based on the multinomial models may be reversed in favour of the discrete models, because these give more opportunity to adapt the search strategy on the fly to the user's decisions.
